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Places to play are essential for every kid to grow up healthy, 
unlocking countless benefits for kids.

This belief has driven the work of KABOOM! since 1996, when our 
founder read a heart-wrenching story that made him realize how 
urgently kids needed safe places to play. KABOOM! has been 
building playgrounds in partnership with communities across 
America, particularly those that have experienced racialized 
disinvestment. In 25 years, KABOOM! has built or improved 
17,000+ playspaces, engaged more than 1.5 million community 
members, and brought joy to over 11.5 million kids nationwide.

KABOOM! works to achieve playspace equity so that every child in 
every community has access to a great place to play. Too often, 
kids of color are disproportionately impacted by a lack of access to 
high-quality playspaces. A financially stable organization with more 
than 55 staff members (known as Boomers), KABOOM! teams up 
with communities so that every child can have access to the same 
opportunities to thrive. 

KABOOM! centers its work around three core values: Racial Equity, 
Community, and PLAYce. To advance playspace equity, KABOOM! 
is committed to eliminating racial disparities in access to quality 
playspaces caused by disinvestment which has, and continues to, 
disproportionately impacts kids and communities of color. 

At the heart of the KABOOM! Community Engagement Model is a 
process which empowers communities. KABOOM! brings together 
diverse partners to drive resources to systems with limited access 
to quality playspaces, while ensuring communities guide the 
process, designing the physical playspace itself, and determining 
the impact we’ll achieve together. This results in an incredible 
space that aims to inspire active play and foster belonging.



The Mission:
End playspace inequity for good.
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To build a more equitable future for our kids, KABOOM! has made a 
clear commitment to addressing the racial inequities that still have an 
impact today by creating culturally relevant, safe, and welcoming 
places to play for communities of color.

KABOOM! has implemented several strategic priorities to help achieve 
the goal of playspace equity at scale:

Using data to pinpoint where playspaces are most needed. KABOOM! 
uses data to map which places are impacted by a lack of access to 
quality playspaces – including an overlay of data on race, ethnicity, and 
income. By understanding where, within major, child-serving systems, 
playspaces do and do not exist, KABOOM! partners with communities 
facing the greatest playspace equity gaps.

An example of this is our assessment of Baltimore City Public 
Elementary Schools, which uncovered more than 30 schools with 
inadequate play opportunities, serving a higher number of kids of 
color and low-income students. Recently, we began developing a 
cross-system map of playspace inequities within three additional 
communities to illuminate gaps in access to safe, quality places to play. 

Advocating for playspace equity and future investment in our 
country’s playspaces at the local, state, and national levels. 
KABOOM! is advocating for playspace equity to be included as part of 
the nation’s racial equity agenda. We envision an America where 
public infrastructure includes not just roads and bridges, but public 
assets like playspaces that support positive child and community 
outcomes. 

In support of this vision, KABOOM! co-leads the Non-Profit 
Infrastructure Investment Advisory Group (NIIAG) to promote 
government investment in civic infrastructure. We have also offered 
support to municipal systems interested in using the CARES Act and 
American Rescue Plan (ARP) funding to build playgrounds. Most 
recently, KABOOM! CEO Lysa Ratliff attended the White House signing 
of the bipartisan Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act, a victory for 
non-profits working to create more vibrant communities through civic 
infrastructure investments.
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We unite with communities to build kid-
designed playspaces that can spark joy and 
foster a sense of belonging for the kids who 
are often denied opportunities to thrive.
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Building national, regional, and community partnerships to 
advance playspace equity. KABOOM! supports sustained, deep, and 
trusted partnerships – with municipalities, national networks of 
child-serving nonprofits, social justice organizations, and others – to 
scale and reach communities across systems. By leveraging our 
expertise to meet partners’ needs, KABOOM! is able to support 
communities in addressing local issues that impact access to quality 
playspaces. KABOOM! prioritizes the voices of community members 
to lead decision-making around design and planning, as well as drive 
the outcomes we seek to achieve for kids, families, and the 
community. 

The hallmark of the KABOOM! approach is working alongside 
communities to create volunteer-constructed playspaces where 
every kid feels safe, welcome, and included.

Creating outcomes-driven playspaces by generating data that 
makes the case for playspaces as essential infrastructure for 
communities and kids. Using robust, long-term evaluation of our 
programs, KABOOM! underscores the measurable impact of 
increased access to quality playspaces on key child and community 
outcomes, including those related to health, learning, and resiliency. 
We measure and share how our work improves the lives of the kids, 
increases a sense of belonging, and empowers residents to address 
other critical needs facing the community.
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Playspaces unlock countless benefits for kids.

Health Resilience Learning



Within our Community Engagement model, we 
focused on realizing three things: an increased 
sense of belonging, a responsive playspace design, 
and demonstrated progress on achieving 
community-defined outcomes. 
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25 years

17,000+ playspaces

1.5 million community 
members engaged

11.5 MILLION JOYFUL KIDS

KABOOM! empowers kids, parents, and community members to 
come together to create playspaces that can build resiliency, inspire 
hope, and reinforce belonging. We work with some of the country’s 
leading play manufacturing companies to develop dynamic playspace 
designs, as well as age-appropriate elements such as literacy panels 
to encourage storytelling and interaction with young kids, or sensory 
and accessible elements that promote play for kids with disabilities. 

Beyond traditional playgrounds and for older kids, KABOOM! offers 
communities adventure course components that take playspaces to 
a challenging new level while creating meaningful leadership 
opportunities for youth. KABOOM! also creates multi-sport courts 
that use an interlocking tile system to transform any space into a 
court for basketball, street hockey, soccer, volleyball, or other court 
sports, with custom game lines and colors. Lastly, the KABOOM! Play 
Everywhere model transforms everyday spaces where kids spend 
time — laundromats, sidewalks, transit stops — into opportunities to 
play. These Play Everywhere installations help promote positive 
parent-child interactions, beautify spaces through art and music, or 
increase physical activity, pedestrian safety, and mobility. Through all 
we do, KABOOM! supports communities by leveraging its extensive 
volunteer-engagement expertise and fundraising capabilities to drive 
investment in priority communities – creating playspaces that are 
responsive to communities.

The COVID-19 pandemic required KABOOM! to adjust our programs 
to ensure the safety of staff, community members, and volunteers. 
During the pandemic, our community engagement model included 
virtual design and planning moments with kids and communities, 
and playspaces were built through professional installation. As the 
country continues on its positive trajectory with access to vaccines 
and additional public health guidance, KABOOM! has re-engaged 
communities with small groups of masked volunteers across a longer 
“Build Week.” As conditions continue to evolve, the KABOOM! model 
evolves with it while offering sustainable, deep engagement.



The Opportunity

KABOOM!’s Director of Partnership Development is responsible for developing meaningful partnerships with 
corporations, securing funding from national, regional, and state-focused foundations, and building coalitions with 
strategic partners to further advance KABOOM!’s mission. The Director will play a vital role in expanding the 
funding base of KABOOM! by developing and delivering compelling cases for support and shepherding prospective 
funding partners through every phase of the cultivation cycle. The Director will steer and grow a portfolio of 
relationships toward large-scale partnerships, strategic initiatives, and other sustainable growth strategies. Equity 
and community responsiveness are at the center of KABOOM!’s work and the ideal candidate will have the ability 
to lead and co-create partnerships with internal and external stakeholders. The salary range is $110k-$125k with up 
to a 15% performance bonus for achieving annual goals. Key responsibilities include:

❖ Develop and secure strategic philanthropic and municipal partnerships that will advance KABOOM!’s mission 
to close the playspace equity gap and help reach total revenue goals of $30M+.

❖ Support community play infrastructure needs through KABOOM!’s menu of play solutions by identifying and 
securing six- and seven-figure gifts that will allow the organization to reach communities at scale.

❖ Help shape and implement KABOOM!’s coalition-building strategy, which aims to galvanize local partners 
necessary to address playspace disparities in targeted geographies or markets.

❖ Cultivate a portfolio of prospective partners in targeted geographies that align with organizational priorities, 
including racial equity and child development outcomes in health, learning, and resiliency.

❖ Stay abreast of philanthropic trends and proactively pursue partnerships with mission-aligned organizations 
and funders in the public and private sectors.

❖ Collaborate with KABOOM! peers and leaders to write and deliver compelling proposals and presentations, 
manage partnerships, provide impact reports to funders, and identify new prospects.

❖ Lead implementation of key public-private partnerships by helping overcome challenges, developing creative 
solutions, and satisfying geographic-specific goals.

❖ Actively contribute to an equity-informed and inclusive work environment by taking an active role in 
promoting practices that support diversity, inclusion, and belonging.

❖ Fully embrace KABOOM!’s organizational values of partnership, humility, equity, play, and accountability.
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The Candidate

KABOOM! is looking for an experienced, self-motivated team player interested in making transformative change 
and addressing the inequities that exist for kids in communities across the country. The ideal candidate will have a 
proven ability to grow revenue by developing strong cases for support aligned with funders’ priorities, nurturing 
meaningful relationships with foundation officers and non-profit leaders, and establishing common purpose 
among multiple stakeholders. Additional experience and qualifications include:

Background
❖ At least 10 years of experience directly related to the duties and responsibilities specified. 
❖ Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience and/or training is required. 

Skills & Abilities
❖ Proven experience in large-scale, new business revenue generation, managing funder relationships, and 

growing a portfolio of multi-year gifts.
❖ Deep understanding of the current funding environment, with an exceptional ability to build strong cases for 

support that align with funder priorities, and creating a common purpose across multiple stakeholders that 
result in the resources and revenue required to advance what is possible through KABOOM!’s work.

❖ Experience cultivating and growing funder and/or strategic partner relationships with executive-level 
stakeholders.

❖ Proven ability to thrive in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial setting with aggressive deadlines; management of 
multiple priorities and projects at once, while balancing long-term goals with daily demands.

❖ Exceptional and persuasive written, oral, interpersonal, and presentation skills with the ability to effectively 
interface with staff, community leaders, and senior-level executives.

❖ A sharp mind, top-notch critical thinking, and organizational capabilities; adept at quickly absorbing 
information from various angles while always keeping an eye on the big picture and maintaining superior 
attention to detail.

❖ High level of integrity, trust, and accountability along with excellent judgment, intuition, and common sense; 
the right blend of professional confidence and a keen sense of diplomacy.

❖ Collaborative, team-oriented work style with self-motivation and drive to get the job done with little 
supervision.
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Applications may be submitted at 
https://driconsulting.com/available-positions/. 

All first-round interviews for this position will take place via video chat with Development Resources, 
inc.

KABOOM! is proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity employer that is dedicated to giving all 
kids – regardless of color or zip code – the childhood they deserve through great, safe places to play. 
KABOOM! prioritizes diversity, equity, and inclusion as an integral part of our culture. KABOOM! 
strongly encourages people of color (including bilingual and bicultural), all genders and gender 
identities, people of all abilities, LGBTQ individuals, veterans, and national service alumni to apply.
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